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2 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTONfatorization is A = Q � RO � ;where Q is an m � m orthogonal matrix and R is an n � n upper triangularmatrix. The fatorization is usually omputed by Householder transformations,and Q is then represented ompatly by the \Householder matrix", whih is them � n lower trapezoidal matrix H whose olumns are the Householder vetors.Seond we onsider the triangular fatorization with partial pivoting PA = LU ,1where L is unit lower triangular, U is upper triangular, and P is a permuationmatrix desribing row interhanges. We may write this fatorization in the formA = P1L1P2L2 � � �Pn�1Ln�1U;where Pi is a permutation that just transposes row i and a higher-numberedrow, and Li is a Gauss transform (a unit lower triangular matrix with nonzerosonly in olumn i). Column i of L has the same nonzero values as olumn i ofLi, but in a di�erent order. We write L̂ to denote the lower triangular matrixwhose ith olumn is that of Li. Thus L and L̂ have the same nonzero values,but in di�erent orders within eah olumn.1.1 Summary of resultsOur goal in this paper is to ompute the number of nonzeros in eah row andeah olumn of the matries H, R, L̂, and U , given only the nonzero strutureof A. The olumn ounts for L are the same as those for L̂. We also desribe amethod (whih has been alluded to but not published) to ompute the \olumnelimination tree" of A, as de�ned below.Our algorithms run in time almost linear in the number of nonzeros in A. Thusthey may be used as a fast way to predit and alloate the storage neessary forthe QR or LU fatorization. In partiular, our work was motivated by the LUfatorization ode SuperLU [3, 4, 18℄. Both the sequential and parallel versions ofSuperLU use the olumn elimination tree to luster similarly-strutured olumnsof L for eÆieny; the shared-memory parallel version (alled SuperLU MT) alsouses the tree for sheduling and the predited olumn ounts to alloate workingstorage.The row and olumn ounts for L̂ and U annot be predited exatly fromthe nonzero struture of A, beause the row interhanges during fatorizationdepend on the numerial values. However, regardless of row interhanges, thestrutures of L̂ and U are subsets of the strutures of H and R respetively [12,13℄. Therefore the rest of this paper fouses on omputing ounts for H and R.We shall make three assumptions about A.1. Every entry on the main diagonal of A is nonzero. (Every matrix of fullolumn rank has a row permutation that puts nonzeros on its main diag-onal [5, 6, 8℄.)1In this fatorization the matrix A an also be retangular. Here we onsider only squarematries.



ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 32. A has the strong Hall property (that is, its rows and olumns annot bepermuted to yield a nontrivial blok upper triangular form [2, 25℄).3. No oinidental numerial anellation takes plae during any arithmetion A. (Formally, this is guaranteed in exat arithmeti if the nonzeros ofA are algebraially independent.)The referenes [2, 13, 15, 17, 24℄ ontain more omplete disussions of theseassumptions and their onsequenes. These three assumptions imply that (1)the model we use in this paper for the nonzero struture of H and R is exat,not merely an upper bound, and (2) the nonzero strutures of H and R are thetightest upper bounds on those of L̂ and U that are possible without knowingany of the values of the nonzeros of A. Therefore, under these assumptions, ouralgorithms ompute the exat row and olumn ounts for H and R, and thetightest possible bounds for L̂ and U .If A does not satisfy these three assumptions then our algorithms omputeupper bounds on all the row and olumn ounts.1.2 Relationship to the symmetri problemThe normal equations ATAx = AT b allow Cholesky fatorization to replaenonsymmetri LU (for Ax = b) or QR (for full-rank least squares), at least intheory. The latter fatorizations are usually preferable for numerial reasons.When using LU or QR fatorization in the sparse ase, however, there are manysituations where the nonzero struture of the normal equations matrix ATA andits Cholesky fator ontain useful information about the ombinatorial strutureof A and its fators.A drawbak to using the struture of ATA is that it may be expensive toompute and store. If A is sparse, ATA is likely to be muh less sparse. Thusone tries to represent ATA impliitly rather than expliitly. We may think ofthe struture of ATA as an undireted graph with a vertex for eah olumn of Aand a lique (a full submatrix) for eah row of A. One ould then represent ATAimpliitly by storing only A, and treating eah row of A (with k nonzeros, say)as a lique of k2 nonzeros in ATA. This representation would save spae but beexpensive in time. To save time as well, we notie that not all the edges of suha lique are neessary to ompute the row and olumn ounts and the olumnelimination tree. Thus we do our omputations on an intermediate graph thathas only k � 1 edges, instead of k2, for a row of A with k nonzeros.We use two di�erent intermediate graphs in our algorithms. The olumnelimination tree algorithm in Setion 2 substitutes for ATA a graph that hasa path instead of a lique for eah row of A. Unlike ATA, that graph is nolarger than A, but it has the same elimination tree as ATA. In Setion 3.3,we ompute row and olumn ounts for R by following our earlier algorithm toompute ounts for the Cholesky fator [16℄ (on this olumn elimination tree),but substituting for ATA a graph that has a star (a subgraph whose lowest-numbered vertex has an edge to every other vertex in the subgraph) for eahrow of A. That graph is no larger than A, but it has the same symboli Cholesky



4 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTONfator as ATA. In Setion 3.2, we ompute row and olumn ounts for H usingA and the olumn elimination tree, following our earlier haraterization [24℄ ofthe struture of H.1.3 Notation and detailsThroughout this paper, we assume some familiarity with elimination trees [21℄,supernodes [1, 22℄, and the use of graphs in sparse matrix omputation [7, 9, 11℄.The struture of the m� n matrix A, denoted by Strut[A℄, is de�ned to beStrut[A℄ := f(i; j) j Aij 6= 0g:We use jAj to denote the number of nonzero entries in A; that is, jAj =j Strut[A℄j. Then Strut[ATA℄ is the set of loations of nonzero entries of ATA(under our assumption of no exat anellation). We writeStrut[Ai�℄ := fj j Aij 6= 0gand Strut[A�j℄ := fi j Aij 6= 0gto denote the strutures of row i and olumn j of matrix A.The graph of ATA, denoted by G(ATA), has the vertex set f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Fori 6= j, there is an edge (i; j) in G(ATA) if and only if the (i; j)-element of ATAis nonzero. Note that the (i; j)-element of ATA is nonzero if and only if Aki andAkj are both nonzero for some k. Consequently, Strut[Ak�℄ forms a lique inG(ATA).The elimination tree of a symmetri positive de�nite matrix haraterizesdependenies between olumns in the Cholesky fatorization of the matrix.Shreiber [26℄ de�ned this tree; Liu [20, 21℄ surveyed its appliations in sparsefatorization. The olumn elimination tree of A is the elimination tree of ATA,whih we denote T (ATA). (Stritly speaking, the olumn elimination tree of Ais de�ned as the elimination tree of a symmetri matrix whose (i; j) entry isnonzero whenever olumns i and j of A share a nonzero row. Sine we assumeno oinidental numerial anellation, ATA has that nonzero struture.)The verties of T (ATA) are the integers 1 through n, the same as those ofG(ATA). Vertex i is the parent of vertex j < i in the tree T (ATA) if the �rsto�-diagonal nonzero entry in olumn j of the (lower triangular) Cholesky fatorof ATA is in row i.1.4 Outline of paperSetion 2 shows how to ompute the elimination tree T (ATA) using Strut[A℄as input rather than Strut[ATA℄. This algorithmhas time omplexityO(jAj�(jAj; n)),where �(�; �) is the very slowly growing inverse of Akermann's funtion [27℄;thus, the algorithm is said to be \almost linear" in the size of its input. Se-tion 3 is the heart of the paper: it shows how to ompute the row ounts andolumn ounts of H and R using Strut[A℄ and T (ATA) as input. This algorithm



ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 5also has time omplexity O(jAj�(jAj; n)). Setion 4 presents experimental re-sults demonstrating that the algorithms introdued here are muh faster than thestraightforward ones based on ATA. Setion 5 ontains our onluding remarks.2 Computing the olumn elimination treeIn this setion we desribe an algorithm to determine the olumn eliminationtree T (ATA) of A without forming ATA expliitly. The algorithm runs in timenearly linear in the number of nonzeros in A, whih may be muh less thanthe number of nonzeros in ATA. While we believe this is the �rst publisheddesription, Liu [20℄ alludes to an algorithmwith this running time and Matlab'sbuilt-in funtion oletree implements suh an algorithm [14℄. (The Matlabimplementation replaes eah row of A by a star, like our QR ount algorithmin Setion 3. We expet a path, as we use here, to require slightly less overheadfor tree traversal in the disjoint set union algorithm, but we have not omparedthe path and star experimentally.)We begin by reviewing the symmetri algorithm (whose running time is almostlinear in the number of nonzeros in ATA), and then show how to modify it towork from A rather than ATA.2.1 Review: The symmetri algorithmTo onstrut T (ATA) from Strut[ATA℄, the symmetri algorithm proessesthe rows of ATA one at a time. After proessing the �rst i� 1 rows of ATA, wehave built the elimination tree for the (i�1)� (i�1) leading submatrix of ATA.(This \tree" may atually be a forest with multiple onneted omponents, eahwith its own root.) To proess row i, we proeed up the tree from every vertexorresponding to an o�-diagonal nonzero entry of row i of the lower triangularpart of ATA until we reah a root. Then we add vertex i to the tree, as well asedges to make i the new parent of all those roots. The algorithm is summarizedin Figure 2.1. for row i 1 to n doAdd i to T (ATA);for olumn j 2 Strut[(ATA)i�℄ \ f1; 2; : : : ; i� 1g doFind root r of the urrent tree that ontains j;if r 6= i thenparent(r) i;end ifend forend forFigure 2.1: Algorithm for omputing the elimination tree T (ATA) fromStrut[ATA℄.The most expensive part of the algorithm in Figure 2.1 is the tree traversals



6 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTONto determine the roots. However, the eÆieny of the tree traversals an beimproved by various kinds of path ompression, as used in disjoint set unionalgorithms [27℄. We refer the reader to Liu [19, 21℄ for details of disjoint set unionin elimination tree algorithms. If balaning and path ompression are both usedthen the elimination tree algorithm has time omplexity O(jATAj�(jATAj; n)).Liu [21℄ reommends using path ompression without balaning; the resultingalgorithm has time omplexity O(jATAj logn), but is faster in pratie than thealgorithm with both balaning and path ompression.2.2 The nonsymmetri algorithmWe now shift our attention to how T (ATA) an be omputed from Strut[A℄rather than Strut[ATA℄.Every o�-diagonal nonzero entry in ATA, and hene every edge of G(ATA),orresponds to an anestor-desendant pair in T (ATA) [19, 21, 26℄. In partiular,if (i; j) and (j; k) are two edges in G(ATA) with i < j < k, then verties i, j, andk must belong to the unique path joining i and k, with i being the desendantof both j and k.For 1 � i � m, let the olumn indies of the �rst and last nonzeros in row Ai�be denoted by fi and `i, respetively:fi := minfj j j 2 Strut[Ai�℄g;`i := maxfj j j 2 Strut[Ai�℄g:Sine Strut[Ai�℄ is a lique in G(ATA), it follows from the preeding disussionthat Strut[Ai�℄ must onsist of a subset of verties on the path in T (ATA) fromfi up to `i.The relationship between the row strutures of A and the paths in T (ATA)provides a way to avoid omputation of Strut[ATA℄ from Strut[A℄. The keyobservation follows. Choose j 2 Strut[Ai�℄ suh that j 6= fi, and let k be theimmediate predeessor of j in Strut[Ai�℄. Sine eah vertex k0 < k taken fromStrut[Ai�℄ is a desendant of k in T (ATA), there is no need for the eliminationtree algorithm to searh any suh edge (k0; j), even though (k0; j) is a nonzeroentry in ATA. Instead it needs to examine only edges joining a vertex with itsimmediate predeessor in a row list Strut[Ai�℄.We are essentially using the symmetri elimination tree algorithm, not on thegraph of ATA, but on a graph that has a path for every row of A. This graphhas the same elimination tree as ATA but is only as large as A. The details areshown in Figure 2.2.The vetor parent is the parent funtion of the olumn elimination tree al-gorithm. Array element prev ol(i) reords the predeessor of the next vertexin Strut[Ai�℄ to be proessed. As in the elimination tree algorithm, when theroot r of a subtree ontaining k is found, path ompression an be employed toredue the time required to perform tree traversals. Thus, the olumn elimina-tion tree algorithm has time omplexity O(jAj�(jAj; n)) if balaning and pathompression are both used.



ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 7for olumn j  1 to n doparent(j) j; prev ol(j) 0;end forfor olumn j  1 to n dofor row i 2 Strut[A�j℄ dok  prev ol(i);if k 6= 0 then/* fi < j */�nd root r of the urrent tree that ontains k;if r 6= j thenparent(r) j;end ifend if/* reord j as predeessor of next vertex in Strut[Ai�℄ */prev ol(i) j;end forend forFigure 2.2: Algorithm for omputing the olumn elimination tree T (ATA) fromStrut[A℄.3 Row and olumn ounts for sparse QR fatorizationWe begin by reviewing the eÆient algorithms to ompute row and olumnounts for Cholesky fatorization [16℄. Then we modify these algorithms forsparse QR fatorization, so that they work on Strut[A℄ rather than Strut[ATA℄.Reall that (for square A) the ounts for H and R are also the best possible apriori bounds on the ounts for the partial-pivoting fators L̂ and U respetively.3.1 Review: Row and olumn ounts for Cholesky fatorsThis material is ondensed from Gilbert, Ng, and Peyton [16℄, whih has amuh more leisurely explanation of the algorithms and why they work. Here wejust desribe the details that will later need to be modi�ed in order to use Arather than ATA. The reader should glean two key points from this subsetion:�rst, the Cholesky row ounts are derived by summing the lengths of ertainpaths in the elimination tree; seond, the Cholesky olumn ounts are derivedby summing ertain vertex weights in the tree. The paths and the vertex weightsare both de�ned in terms of the leaves (and possibly other verties) of the \rowsubtrees", and of ertain least ommon anestors of those verties. The modi-�ations for sparse QR fatorization will onsist of methods for identifying theruial subtrees, leaves, and anestors for H and R rather than for the Choleskyfator, and for doing so from A rather than from ATA.In this setion, let B be an arbitrary sparse n� n symmetri positive de�nitematrix, and let LB be its (lower triangular) Cholesky fator. Let T (B) be theelimination tree of B. Reall [21℄ that the nonzeros in any row i of LB indue a



8 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTONonneted subgraph of T (B) alled the ith row subtree and written Ti(B); andthat every leaf of Ti(B) orresponds to a nonzero olumn in row i of B.Determining the Cholesky row ounts from T (B) is straightforward. The ithrow ount of LB is simply the number of verties in the ith row subtree Ti(B),whih we an get by ounting the edges in Ti(B). To get the desired running timewe must ount those edges in time that depends only on the number of nonzerosin row i of B, not on the size of Ti(B). The solution is as follows. Assume thatT (B) is postordered. Then (for eah i) the edges of Ti(B) are partitioned intodisjoint paths by the verties orresponding to the subdiagonal nonzeros in rowi of B, together with the least ommon anestors of onseutive pairs of suhverties. Thus, the ith row ount an be obtained by omputing the sum ofthe lengths of these disjoint paths. This an be implemented in O(jBj�(jBj; n))time, whih is dominated by the running time of the disjoint set union algorithmused to �nd the least ommon anestors [27℄.Determining the olumn ounts is more ompliated. The jth olumn ount isthe number of row subtrees that ontain vertex j. We ould simply traverse everyrow subtree, keeping a ount for eah j; but that would take time proportional tothe total size of the Cholesky fator. The eÆient algorithm ounts all the rowsubtrees ontaining eah j simultaneously in a single traversal of all of T (B),using vertex weights de�ned in terms of the same least ommon anestors asabove.For eah pair of verties i and j (with 1 � i; j � n), de�ne the harateristifuntion � by �i(j) = � 1 if (LB)ij 6= 0,0 otherwise.De�ne the vertex weight funtion w bywi(j) = �i(j) � Xhildren k of j �i(k) ;and w(j) = Xall iwi(j) :With the onvention that the desendants of j inlude j, the de�nition of wi(j)implies that�i(j) = wi(j) + Xhildren k of j �i(k) = Xdesendants s of jwi(s) :Therefore, the jth olumn ount, denoted by (j), is given by(j) = Xall i�i(j) = Xall i Xdesendants s of jwi(s) = Xdesendants s of jw(s):That is, the jth olumn ount is preisely the sum of the weights of the desen-dants of j in T (B). If we an ompute the weights, omputing the olumn ountsinvolves merely aumulating the weights from leaves to the roots in T (B).



ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 9The vertex weights w are not diÆult to ompute. Suppose that vertex j hasd hildren in the ith row subtree. Then by de�nitionwi(j) = �i(j) � d;and the only nonzero values of wi(j) arewi(j) =8<: �1; if j is the parent of i in T (B),1; if j is a leaf of Ti(B),1� d; if j belongs to Ti(B) and has d > 1 hildren in Ti(B).The verties j for whih wi(j) 6= 0 are easy to identify. By de�nition, everyleaf of Ti(B) orresponds to a nonzero entry in row i of B. Every vertex inTi(B) with more than one hild in Ti(B) is the least ommon anestor of a pairof onseutive nonzero entries in row i of B, and hene is one of the vertiesidenti�ed in the row ount algorithm above.In summary, we ompute the vertex weights by proessing the row subtreesTi(B) one by one, and adding eah nonzero ontribution wi(j) from the ith rowsubtree to the appropriate w(j). After omputing all the w(j)'s, we obtain theolumn ounts by traversing T (B) from its leaves to its roots.Again, we refer the reader to the paper [16℄ for the details of the row andolumn ounts algorithm for Cholesky fators.3.2 Row and olumn ounts of the Householder matrixComputing row and olumn ounts of the m � n Householder matrix H issimilar to omputing Cholesky ounts, beause the struture of H has a tree-based haraterization similar to (atually, simpler than) that of a Choleskyfator. To see why, we need the following result, whih is due to George, Liu,and Ng.Theorem 3.1 (Row Struture of H). [12℄ Let T = T (ATA) be the olumnelimination tree of A. Let fi denote the olumn index of the �rst nonzero entryin row Ai�. Then Strut[Hi�℄ onsists of all the verties on the path in T fromfi to either i or the root of T , whihever is smaller. (Vertex i is an anestor offi in T beause Aii 6= 0. If T is not onneted, the root in question is that of theomponent ontaining fi.)The paths in this theorem play the role of the row subtrees in the Choleskyount algorithms. Sine now eah \subtree" onsists of a single path joining adesendant to an anestor, the algorithms are simpler. Eah row ount is justthe length of the orresponding path in verties, whih is one more than thedi�erene between the levels of its endpoints. Thus all the row ounts an beomputed in O(jAj) time from T and A.The olumn ounts for H an also be omputed just as in the Cholesky asedesribed above, but the weights are simpler beause eah row subtree (path)has only one leaf. Using the notation in Setion 3.1, wi(j) is nonzero if and onlyif either j is the parent of the last vertex of the path for row i of H (i.e., theroot of the ith row subtree), in whih ase wi(j) = �1; or j is the leaf of thepath for row i of H (i.e., j = fi), in whih ase wi(j) = 1.



10 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTONThe omplete olumn-oriented algorithm to ompute the row and olumnounts of the Householder matrix H (denoted by rH and H ) appears in Fig-ure 3.1. In this algorithm, the subtree roots r(i) an be omputed as partof the elimination tree algorithm (Setion 2). Computing all the vertex levelslevel(j) (distanes to the root) takes O(n) time. The fi's an be determinedfrom Strut[A℄ in O(jAj) time. The set �rst[j℄ ontains eah row whose �rstnonzero entry is in olumn j; all those sets an be onstruted from Strut[A℄ inO(jAj) time. Thus the overall running time of the algorithm is O(jAj).Sort the olumns of A by a postorder of T (ATA);Compute level(j) as the distane from j to the root of j's subtree, for 1 � j � n;Compute fi as the olumn index of the �rst nonzero in row Ai�, for 1 � i �m;Compute �rst[j℄ = fi j fi = jg, for 1 � j � n;Let r(i) be the smaller of i or the root of the subtree ontaining fi;w(j) 0, for 1 � j � n;for olumn j  1 to n dofor i 2 �rst[j℄ dorH(i) 1 + level(j)� level(r(i));w(j) w(j) + 1; /* for the leaf */if r(i) is not the root of a subtree thenw(parent(r(i))) w(parent(r(i)))� 1; /* for the parent */end ifend forend forH(j) w(j), for 1 � j � n;for j  1 to n � 1 doif j is not the root of a subtree thenH(parent(j)) H(parent(j)) + H(j);end ifend forFigure 3.1: The olumn-oriented algorithm to ompute row and olumn ountsof the Householder matrix.3.3 Supernodal struture of H and LA supernode of a lower triangular fator of a matrix is a blok of onseutiveolumns that have idential nonzero strutures, exept that the square subblokon the diagonal is a full triangle. Many fatorization algorithms gain eÆienyby using high-level BLAS|that is, optimized dense matrix kernels|to operateon supernodes as dense bloks [1, 3℄.We an determine the supernodal struture of the Householder matrix H,whih gives a useful bound on the supernodal struture of the partial pivotingfator L, during the row and olumn ount algorithm in Figure 3.1. Spei�ally,we identify the fundamental supernodes of H. The verties orresponding toolumns of a supernode form a path in the olumn elimination tree T (ATA). A



ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 11fundamental supernode is a supernode that is maximal subjet to the propertythat every vertex on that path, with the possible exeption of the �rst one, hasexatly one hild in the tree. See Ng and Peyton [23℄ for more on fundamentalsupernodes.The following theorem, whih is due to Li [18℄, haraterizes the fundamentalsupernodes of H in terms of the olumn elimination tree.Theorem 3.2 (Supernodal struture of H). [18℄ Let T = T (ATA) bethe olumn elimination tree of A, and assume that T is postordered. Let H bethe Householder matrix. Vertex j is the �rst vertex in a fundamental supernodeof H if and only if vertex j has two or more hildren in T , or j is the olumnindex of the �rst nonzero entry in some row of A.Proof. If vertex j has two or more hildren in T , then it is the �rst vertex ofa fundamental supernode by de�nition. Suppose, then, that vertex j has onlyone hild. Sine T is postordered, the hild is j � 1.\if" part: Let Aij be the �rst nonzero entry in row i of A. Theorem 3.1implies that j 2 Strut[Hi�℄ and j � 1 62 Strut[Hi�℄. Therefore Strut[H�j℄ 6�Strut[H�;j�1℄; thus olumn j must begin a new supernode.\only if" part: Suppose j is the �rst olumn of its fundamental supernode.Then Strut[H�j℄ 6� Strut[H�;j�1℄. Hene there exists a row i suh that j� 1 62Strut[Hi�℄ but j 2 Strut[Hi�℄. If there is a k � j � 1 suh that Aik 6= 0, thenj � 1 2 Strut[Hi�℄, beause j � 1 is on the path in T from k to j 2 Strut[Hi�℄,ontrary to our assumption that j � 1 62 Strut[Hi�℄. Therefore we must haveAik 6= 0 for all k � j � 1. Sine j 2 Strut[Hi�℄ and moreover Aik 6= 0 fork � j�1, it follows by Theorem 3.1 that Aij 6= 0; hene, Aij is the �rst nonzeroof row i of A.It is straightforward to hek the onditions of this theorem during the House-holder ounts algorithm, thus determining the supernodal partition of H.Preomputing the fundamental supernodes of H an be useful in implement-ing partial pivoting on some parallel mahines. Note that every fundamentalsupernode of L is ontained in a fundamental supernode of H. This is beausethe �rst vertex of a fundamental supernode of H is neessarily the �rst nonzeroolumn index in some row of A (as in the proof of Theorem 3.2), and thereforewill also be the �rst nonzero olumn index in some row of L.In our shared-memory parallel partial pivoting ode SuperLU MT [4, 18℄, itis useful to prealloate storage for a supernode of L before omputing it. Thisis beause eah supernode may be divided into panels whose omputation is as-signed to di�erent proessors. If panels are stored in the order they are omputedthen panels from supernodes in di�erent subtrees of T may end up intermingled,preventing the use of dense matrix kernels on entire supernodes. Instead, wealloate storage for a supernode of H at a time, and use that storage for all theenlosed supernodes of L. It is then impossible for a panel of one supernode tobe stored between two panels of another supernode. (The SuperLU MT odealso re�nes this upper bound on a supernode's storage dynamially during theLU fatorization [18℄.)



12 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTON3.4 Row and olumn ounts of the upper triangular fatorWe turn our attention to the upper triangular fator R in the QR fatorizationof A. This R is the transpose of the Cholesky fator of ATA [10℄. Thus we ouldsimply take B = ATA in the Cholesky ount algorithm (Setion 3.1). The onlydiÆulty is that ATA may have many more nonzeros than A, so the runningtime might be far from linear in jAj.Therefore, instead of taking B = ATA, we hoose a B that has at most jAjnonzeros but whose symboli Cholesky fator has the same struture as theCholesky fator of ATA. Spei�ally, for eah row of A, we inlude in the graphof B a star, with edges from the �rst nonzero olumn in that row to all the others.Using a lique instead of a star for eah row of A would yield the struture ofATA. However, the symboli Cholesky fators of B and of ATA are the same,beause elimination of the �rst vertex in a row star of B auses �ll among allthe other verties in that star. (A path, as we used in Setion 2, would not ingeneral lead to the same symboli Cholesky fator.)Here are the details of the omputation. We assume that the olumn elim-ination tree T (B) = T (ATA) has been formed by the algorithm in Setion 2,and that its verties have been postordered. We do not literally form B; wejust modify the Cholesky ounts algorithm [16, Fig. 3℄ to extrat the neessaryinformation from A. In partiular, that algorithm must identify in T (ATA) theleaves of the row subtrees Tj(ATA) and their least ommon anestors.Consider the row subtree Tj(ATA). Any leaf k 6= j of that subtree has k < jand is adjaent to j in G(ATA). Sine G(ATA) is the union of one lique for eahrow of A, there must be some row i of A in whih both Aik and Aij are nonzero.In fat, Aik is the �rst nonzero in row i of A; otherwise, the �rst nonzero wouldbe a proper desendant of k in Tj(ATA) and k would not be a leaf of the subtree.As above, write fi as the olumn index of the �rst nonzero in row i of A. Weonlude that every leaf of a row subtree is an fi. (Not every fi need be a leafof a row subtree.) Consequently, for eah row i of A, it suÆes for the Choleskyount algorithm to examine only the subsetf(fi; j) j j 2 Strut[Ai�℄ and j > figof the edges of ATA|that is, the edges of B. There are fewer than jAj suhedges, so the running time is O(jAj�(jAj; n)) as desired.Figure 3.2 gives the detailed algorithm to �nd rR and R, the row and olumnounts for R. The algorithm is olumn-oriented, and proesses the �rst-vertexsets �rst[j℄ = fi j fi = jg in postorder. (These orrespond to the enters of thestars in B.) For eah �rst-vertex set �rst [j℄, the algorithm needs to examinethe higher-numbered adjaent verties in G(ATA), that is, u 2 Strut[Ai�℄ withu > fi, for all i suh that fi = j. We therefore de�ne the higher adjaeny sethadj f [j℄ for the �rst vertex set �rst[j℄ as follows:hadj f [j℄ := [i2�rst[j℄fu j u 2 Strut[Ai�℄; u > jg :



ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 13This is the set of verties in stars of B (or liques of ATA) whose enter (orlowest-numbered vertex) is j.The algorithm in Figure 3.2 inludes one further optimization, as used byGilbert, Ng, and Peyton [16℄. The one-line testif fst des(j) > prev nbr(u) thendisards some edges that do not a�et the result, leaving only a minimal graphalled the skeleton graph [19℄. The resulting algorithm examines only those edges(fi; j) suh that fi is a leaf in the row subtree of j. If e� is the number of edgesin the skeleton graph (whih is at most jAj and often muh smaller), the overalltime omplexity is O(jAj+ e� �(e�; n)).3.5 Combined algorithmSine the algorithms for H (Figure 3.1) and R (Figure 3.2) both proessStrut[A℄ olumnwise, and they use several ommondata strutures, it is straight-forward to ombine the two algorithms into a single-pass algorithm that om-putes the row and olumn ounts for both H and R. The timings we report inthe next setion are for this ombined algorithm.Our implementation theoretially has time omplexityO(jAj+e� logn) ratherthan O(jAj + e� �(e�; n)), beause we implement the disjoint set union algo-rithms without balaning. Gilbert, Ng, and Peyton [16℄ found this variant to bethe fastest in pratie for the Cholesky ount algorithms, just as Liu [21℄ did forsymmetri elimination tree algorithms.4 Numerial resultsIn this setion, we present the performane of the new algorithms on a vari-ety of square and retangular matries, as desribed in Table 4.1. The squarematries are available from the Matrix Market2 or the University of Florida.3The �rst three term-doument matries are available from the Cornell SMARTsystem.4 Hongyuan Zha provided matrix Newsgroup; we removed its denserows in our test. Yin Zhang provided the three matries from optimization. Weperformed our experiments on an IBM RS/6000-590 with a CPU lok rate of66.5 MHz. We used the AIX xl ompiler with -O3 optimization.Table 4.2 reports results for the square matries. We show the time to omputethe olumn elimination tree and the QR ounts using the algorithms in Setions2 and 3. For omparison, we show the time to form Strut[ATA℄ expliitly, andto ompute the elimination tree and Cholesky ounts from that struture. Wealso show the time for LU fatorization with partial pivoting as implementedin SuperLU [3℄. The olumns of A are preordered using minimum degree onStrut[ATA℄ before the fatorization.The algorithm from Setion 2 to ompute the olumn elimination tree T (ATA)from Strut[A℄ is usually faster than the older algorithm to ompute the tree2http://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/3http://www.is.u.edu/�davis/sparse/4ftp.s.ornell.edu:pub/smart/



14 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTONgiven Strut[ATA℄. When we inlude the time to form Strut[ATA℄ in the latter,we �nd that the newer algorithm (omputing T (ATA) diretly from Strut[A℄)is muh faster than the older one (omputing T (ATA) from Strut[A℄ by way ofStrut[ATA℄); the speedups range from 1.1 to 266 fold, with an average of 34.This shows that forming and manipulating Strut[ATA℄ is often very expensiveompared to the alternatives.The runtime of the QR ount algorithm is omparable to that of the olumnelimination tree algorithm, as we might expet sine both are dominated bydisjoint set union operations. In any setting where the olumn elimination treeis desired, omputing row and olumn ounts adds little extra time.The last two olumns of the table show that the row and olumn ount al-gorithm is muh faster than the numerial LU fatorization algorithm. For thelargest matries, the QR ount algorithm takes less than 1% of the LU fatoriza-tion time. This demonstrates that if stati data strutures are desirable in LUfatorization (e.g., on shared-memory parallel mahines), the storage alloationphase based on the QR ounts is very fast.Table 4.3 reports runtimes for the retangular matries. Again, the new ol-umn elimination tree algorithm is muh faster than the one that forms ATA,with speedups ranging from 3 to 87 fold, and the QR row and olumn ountalgorithm is omparable in ost to the olumn elimination tree algorithm.5 ConlusionIn this paper we have presented new fast algorithms to ompute parametersof the nonzero struture of the QR fatorization of a sparse matrix, inludingthe row and olumn ounts of the Householder matrix and the row and olumnounts of the upper triangular fator. The new algorithms are modi�ationsof an earlier algorithm for omputing row and olumn ounts of a Choleskyfator [16℄. Our new algorithms require a fast method to ompute the olumnelimination tree without forming ATA; we give the �rst detailed desription ofsuh a method.All these algorithms run in time almost linear in jAj rather than in timealmost linear in jATAj. Numerial experiments on�rm that the new algorithmsare eÆient and pratial. REFERENCES1. C. C. Ashraft, R. G. Grimes, J. G. Lewis, B. W. Peyton, and H. D. Si-mon. Progress in sparse matrix methods for large linear systems on ve-tor superomputers. International Journal of Superomputer Appliations,1(4):10{30, 1987.2. T. F. Coleman, A. Edenbrandt, and J. R. Gilbert. Prediting �ll for sparseorthogonal fatorization. J. ACM, 33:517{532, 1986.3. J. W. Demmel, S. C. Eisenstat, J. R. Gilbert, X. S. Li, and J. W. H. Liu. Asupernodal approah to sparse partial pivoting. SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl.,20(3):720{755, 1999.
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ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 17Sort the olumns of A by a postorder of T (ATA);Compute level(j), the distane from j to the root of j's subtree, for 1 � j � n;Compute fi, the olumn index of the �rst nonzero in row Ai�, for 1 � i � m;Compute hadj f [j℄, for 1 � j � n;prev f (j) 0, for 1 � j � n;prev nbr(j) 0, for 1 � j � n;R(j) 1, for 1 � j � n;w(j) 0, for all nonleaves j in T (ATA);w(j) 1, for all leaves j in T (ATA);for olumn j  1 to n doif j is not the root of a subtree thenw(parent(j)) w(parent(j))� 1;end iffor u 2 hadj f [j℄ doif fst des(j) > prev nbr(u) then/* j is a leaf of the row subtree of u */w(j) w(j) + 1;p leaf  prev f (u);if p leaf = 0 thenR(u) R(u) + level(j)� level(u);elseq  FIND(p leaf );R(u) R(u) + level(j)� level(q);w(q) w(q)� 1;end ifprev f (u) j;end ifprev nbr(u) j;end forUNION(j;parent(j);end forrR(j) w(j), for 1 � j � n;for j  1 to n � 1 doif j is not the root of a subtree thenrR(parent(j)) rR(parent(j)) + rR(j);end ifend forFigure 3.2: The olumn-oriented algorithm to ompute row and olumn ountsof the upper triangular matrix in orthogonal fatorization.



18 J. R. GILBERT AND X. S. LI AND E. G. NG AND B. W. PEYTONTable 4.1: Test matries.Square MatriesMatrix n jAj jAj=n jATAj DisiplineMemplus 17,758 99,147 5.6 2,552,314 iruit simulationGemat11 4,929 33,185 6.7 78,676 eletrial powerRdist1 4,134 9,408 2.3 487,160 hemial engineeringOrani678 2,529 90,158 35.6 1,858,894 eonomisMfe 765 24,382 31.8 144,976 astrophysisLnsp3937 3,937 25,407 6.5 97,736 uid owLns3937 3,937 25,407 6.5 97,736 uid owSherman5 3,312 20,793 6.3 86,454 oil reservoir modelingJpwh991 991 6,027 6.1 24,150 iruit physisSherman3 5,005 20,033 4.0 54,904 oil reservoir modelingOrsreg1 2,205 14,133 6.4 43,994 oil reservoir simulationSaylr4 3,564 22,316 6.3 70,456 oil reservoir modelingShyy161 76,480 329,762 4.3 808,656 uid owGoodwin 7,320 324,772 44.4 1,768,680 uid mehanisVenkat01 62,424 1,717,792 27.5 4,557,544 ow simulationInaura 16,146 1,015,156 62.9 3,372,106 CFDAf23560 23,560 460,598 19.6 2,414,716 airfoil simulationRaefsky3 21,200 1,488,768 70.2 4,032,176 uid turbuleneEx11 16,614 1,096,948 66.0 4,501,260 uid owWang3 26,064 177,168 6.8 588,958 devie simulationRaefsky4 19,779 1,316,789 66.6 5,281,844 bukling problemAv41092 41,092 1,683,902 41.0 26,961,314 2D PDERetangular MatriesMatrix m n jAj jATAj DisiplineCran 2,331 1,625 74,902 2,327,086 term-doumentMed 5,504 1,063 51,389 765,978 term-doumentNpl 11,529 4,322 225,634 1,548,536 term-doumentNewsgroup 104,260 19,709 1,573,790 167,754,124 term-doumentDfl001 12,230 6,071 35,632 76,196 optimizationStofor3 23,541 16,675 72,721 206,720 optimizationOsa-60 243,209 10,243 849,356 510,138 optimization



ROW AND COLUMN COUNTS FOR SPARSE QR AND LU 19Table 4.2: Running time in seonds of several algorithms for square matrieson the IBM RS/6000-590: forming ATA, omputing the etree, omputing theCholesky ounts of ATA, omputing the QR ounts, and sparse LU fatorization.Based on ATA Based on AForm Compute Cholesky Compute QR LUMatrix ATA etree ounts etree ounts fatorsMemplus 1.143 0.599 0.519 0.069 0.106 0.57Gemat11 0.091 0.021 0.021 0.023 0.030 0.27Rdist1 0.887 0.114 0.097 0.059 0.054 0.96Orani678 4.948 0.432 0.367 0.057 0.073 1.11Mfe 0.243 0.041 0.029 0.015 0.015 0.24Lnsp3937 0.073 0.025 0.025 0.019 0.026 1.50Lns3937 0.073 0.025 0.025 0.018 0.026 1.65Sherman5 0.085 0.021 0.020 0.014 0.019 0.82Jpwh991 0.016 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.52Sherman3 0.048 0.015 0.017 0.014 0.024 1.37Orsreg1 0.035 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.014 1.21Saylr4 0.055 0.021 0.019 0.017 0.023 2.18Shyy161 0.699 0.233 0.270 0.241 0.413 25.42Goodwin 4.578 0.426 0.348 0.203 0.165 12.55Venkat01 11.853 1.083 0.940 1.077 0.926 42.99Inaura 15.220 0.784 0.677 0.628 0.506 67.73Af23560 2.519 0.573 0.495 0.306 0.344 75.91Raefsky3 24.310 0.937 0.800 0.924 0.698 107.60Ex11 17.729 1.045 0.885 0.699 0.557 247.05Wang3 0.461 0.153 0.144 0.122 0.174 116.58Raefsky4 21.319 1.238 1.040 0.838 0.656 263.13Av41092 271.354 7.244 5.356 1.051 1.188 786.94Table 4.3: Running time in seonds of several algorithms for retangular matrieson the IBM RS/6000-590: forming ATA, omputing the etree, omputing theCholesky ounts of ATA, omputing the QR ounts.Based on ATA Based on AForm Compute Cholesky Compute QRMatrix ATA etree ounts etree ountsCran 3.099 0.535 0.453 0.046 0.054Med 0.495 0.177 0.152 0.030 0.038Npl 1.626 0.38 0.462 0.149 0.200Newsgroup 206.348 75.731 80.649 3.743 4.982Dfl001 0.064 0.022 0.030 0.023 0.047Stofor3 0.184 0.058 0.086 0.051 0.093Osa-60 1.516 0.125 0.173 0.492 0.839


